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The Encyclopedia of Popular Music 2011-05-27
this text presents a comprehensive and up to
date reference work on popular music from the
early 20th century to the present day
Performance and Popular Music 2017-07-05 since
the emergence of rock n roll in the early
1950s there have been a number of live musical
performances that were not only memorable in
themselves but became hugely influential in
the way they shaped the subsequent trajectory
and development of popular music each in its
own way introduced new styles confronted
existing practices shifted accepted
definitions and provided templates for others
to follow performance and popular music
explores these processes by focusing on some
of the specific occasions when such
transformations occurred an international
array of scholars reveal that it is through
the often disruptive dynamics of performance
and the interaction between performer and
audience that patterns of musical change and
innovation can best be recognised through
multi disciplinary analyses which consider the
history place and time of each event the
performances are located within their social
and professional contexts and their immediate
and long term musical consequences considered
from the beatles and bob dylan to michael
jackson and madonna from woodstock and
monterey to altamont and live aid this book



provides an indispensable assessment of the
importance of live performance in the practice
of popular music and an essential guide to
some of the key moments in its history
Popular Music: The Key Concepts 2017-03-27 now
in an updated fourth edition this popular a z
student handbook provides a comprehensive
survey of key ideas and concepts in popular
music culture with new and expanded entries on
genres and subgenres the text comprehensively
examines the social and cultural aspects of
popular music taking into account the digital
music revolution and changes in the way that
music is manufactured marketed and delivered
new and updated entries include age and youth
black music digital music culture k pop mash
ups philadelphia soul pub music religion and
spirituality remix southern soul streaming
vinyl with further reading and listening
included throughout popular music the key
concepts is an essential reference text for
all students studying the social and cultural
dimensions of popular music
Popular Music 2016-04-14 this is a
comprehensive guide to popular music
literature first published in 1986 its main
focus is on american and british works but it
includes significant works from other
countries making it truly international in
scope
Historical Dictionary of Popular Music



2017-05-25 this book seeks to trace the rise
of popular music identify its key figures and
track the origins and development of its
multiple genres and styles all the while
seeking to establish historical context it is
fundamentally a ready reference guide to the
broad field of popular music over the past two
centuries it has become a truism that popular
music so pervasive in the modern world
constitutes a soundtrack to our lives a
constant though changing presence as we cross
thresholds and grow from children to teenagers
to adults but it has become more than a
soundtrack it has become a narrative not just
an accompaniment to our daily lives but
incorporating our lives our sense of identity
our lived experiences into it we have become
part of the music just as the music has become
part of us the historical dictionary of
popular music contains a chronology an
introduction an appendix and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over
1000 cross referenced entries on major figures
across genres definitions of genres technical
innovations and surveys of countries and
regions this book is an excellent resource for
students researchers and anyone wanting to
know more about popular music
American Popular Music: The age of rock 1989
beginning with the emergence of commercial
american music in the nineteenth century



volume 1 includes essays on the major
performers composers media and movements that
shaped our musical culture before rock and
roll articles explore the theoretical
dimensions of popular music studies the music
of the nineteenth century and the role of
black americans in the evolution of popular
music also included the music of tin pan alley
ragtime swing the blues the influences of w s
gilbert and rodgers and hammerstein and
changes in lyric writing styles from the
nineteenth century to the rock era
Performing Rites 1996 who s better billie
holiday or p j harvey blur or oasis dylan or
keats and how many friendships have ridden on
the answer such questions aren t merely the
stuff of fanzines and idle talk they inform
our most passionate arguments distill our most
deeply held values make meaning of our ever
changing culture in performing rites one of
the most influential writers on popular music
asks what we talk about when we talk about
music what s good what s bad what s high what
s low why do such distinctions matter instead
of dismissing emotional response and personal
taste as inaccessible to the academic critic
simon frith takes these forms of engagement as
his subject and discloses their place at the
very center of the aesthetics that structure
our culture and color our lives taking up
hundreds of songs and writers frith insists on



acts of evaluation of popular music as music
ranging through and beyond the twentieth
century performing rites puts the pet shop
boys and puccini rhythm and lyric voice and
technology into a dialogue about the
undeniable impact of popular aesthetics on our
lives how we nod our heads or tap our feet
grin or grimace or flip the dial how we
determine what s sublime and what s for real
these are part of the way we construct our
social identities and an essential response to
the performance of all music frith argues that
listening itself is a performance both social
gesture and bodily response from how they are
made to how they are received popular songs
appear here as not only meriting aesthetic
judgments but also demanding them and shaping
our understanding of what all music means
Understanding Popular Music Culture 2016-01-29
this extensively revised and expanded fifth
edition of understanding popular music culture
provides an accessible and comprehensive
introduction to the production distribution
consumption and meaning of popular music and
the debates that surround popular culture and
popular music reflecting the continued
proliferation of popular music studies the new
music industry in a digital age and the
emergence of new stars this new edition has
been reorganized and extensively updated
throughout making for a more coherent and



sequenced coverage of the field these updates
include two new chapters entitled the real
thing authenticity covers and the canon and
time will pass you by histories and popular
memory new case studies on artists including
the rolling stones lorde one direction and
taylor swift further examples of musical texts
genres and performers throughout including
additional coverage of electronic dance music
expanded coverage on the importance of the
back catalogue and the box set reality
television and the music biopic greater
attention to the role and impact of the
internet and digital developments in relation
to production dissemination mediation and
consumption including the role of social
network sites and streaming services each
chapter now has its own set of expanded
references to facilitate further investigation
additional resources for students and teachers
can also be found on the companion website
routledge com cw shuker which includes
additional case studies links to relevant
websites and a discography of popular music
metagenres
One-Hit Wonders 2022-02-24 the one hit wonder
has a long and storied history in popular
music exhorting listeners to dance to teach
the world to sing in perfect harmony to ponder
mortality to get a job to bask in the sunshine
or just to get up and dance again catchy



memorable irritating or simply ubiquitous one
hit wonders capture something of the mood of a
time this collection provides a series of
short sharp chapters focusing on one hit
wonders from the 1950s to the present day with
a view toward understanding both the mechanics
of success and the socio musical contexts
within which such songs became hits some
artists included here might have aspired to
success but only managed one hit while others
enjoyed lengthy if unremarkable careers after
their initial chart success put together these
chapters provide not only a capsule history of
popular music tastes but also ruminations on
the changing nature of the music industry and
the mechanics of fame
Understanding Popular Music 2013-01-11
understanding popular music is a comprehensive
introduction to the history and meaning of
popular music it begins with a critical
assessment of the different ways in which
popular music has been studied and the
difficulties and debates which surround the
analysis of popular culture and popular music
drawing on the recent work of music scholars
and the popular music press shuker explores
key subjects which shape our experience of
music including music production the music
industry music policy fans audiences and
subcultures the musician as star music
journalism and the reception and consumption



of popular music this fully revised and
updated second edition includes case studies
and lyrics of artists such as shania twain s
club 7 the spice girls and fat boy slim the
impact of technologies including on line
delivery and the debates over mp3 and napster
the rise of dj culture and the changing idea
of the musician a critique of gender and
sexual politics and the discrimination which
exists in the music industry moral panics over
popular music including the controversies
surrounding artists such as marilyn manson and
ice t a comprehensive discography guide to
further reading and directory of websites
Popular Music On Screen 1999-08-21 popular
music on screen examines the relationship
between popular music and the screen from the
origins of the hollywood musical to
contemporary developments in music television
and video through detailed examination of
films television programs and popular music
together with analysis of the economic
technological and cultural determinants of
their production and consumption the book
argues that popular music has been
increasingly influenced by its visual economy
though engaging with the debates that surround
postmodernism the book suggests that what most
characterizes the relationship between popular
music and the screen is a strong sense of
continuity expressed through institutional



structures representational strategies and the
ideology of entertainment
Continuum Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the
World, Volume 1 2003-03-06 the bloomsbury
encyclopedia of popular music volume 1
provides an overview of media industry and
technology and its relationship to popular
music in 500 entries by 130 contributors from
around the world the volume explores the topic
in two parts part i social and cultural
dimensions covers the social phenomena of
relevance to the practice of popular music and
part ii the industry covers all aspects of the
popular music industry such as copyright
instrumental manufacture management and
marketing record corporations studios
companies and labels entries include
bibliographies discographies and filmographies
and an extensive index is provided
Popular Music Genres 2020-04-15 an accessible
introduction to the study of popular music
this book takes a schematic approach to a
range of popular music genres and examines
them in terms of their antecedents histories
visual aesthetics and sociopolitical contexts
within this interdisciplinary and genre based
focus readers will gain insights into the
relationships between popular music cultural
history economics politics iconography
production techniques technology marketing and
musical structure



Popular Music 1995 mtv utterly changed the
movies since music television arrived some 30
years ago music videos have introduced
filmmakers to a new creative vocabulary speeds
of events changed and performance and mood
came to dominate over traditional narrative
storytelling popular music and the new auteur
charts the impact of music videos on seven
visionary directors martin scorsese sofia
coppola david lynch wong kar wai the coen
brothers quentin tarantino and wes anderson
these filmmakers demonstrate a fresh kind of
cinematic musicality by writing against pop
songs rather than against script and allowing
popular music a determining role in narrative
imagery and style featuring important new
theoretical work by some of the most
provocative writers in the area today popular
music and the new auteur will be required
reading for all who study film music and sound
it will be particularly relevant for readers
in popular music studies and its intervention
in the ongoing debate on auteurism will make
it necessary reading in film studies
Popular Music and the New Auteur 2013-10-30 f
scott fitzgerald named it louis armstrong
launched it paul whiteman and fletcher
henderson orchestrated it and now arnold shaw
chronicles this fabulous era in the jazz age
spicing his account with lively anecdotes and
inside stories he describes the astonishing



outpouring of significant musical innovations
that emerged during the roaring twenties
including blues jazz band music torch ballads
operettas and musicals and sets them against
the background of the prohibition world of the
flapper
Popular Music: Music and identity 2004 popular
music in japan has been under the overwhelming
influence of american latin american and
european popular music remarkably since 1945
when japan was defeated in world war ii
beginning with gunka and enka at the turn of
the century tracing the birth of hit songs in
the record industry in the years preceding the
war and ranging to the adoption of western
genres after the war the rise of japanese folk
and rock domestic exoticism as a new trend and
j pop popular music in japan is a
comprehensive discussion of the evolution of
popular music in japan in eight revised and
updated essays written in english by renowned
japanese scholar toru mitsui this book tells
the story of popular music in japan since the
late 19th century when japan began positively
embracing the west
The Jazz Age 1989 covering the musical
practice of one artist recording or performing
another composer s song has always been an
attribute of popular music in 2009 the
internet database second hand songs estimated
that there are 40 000 songs with at least one



cover version some of the more common
variations of this appropriationist method of
musical quotation include traditional forms
such as patriotic anthems religious hymns such
as amazing grace muzak s instrumental
interpretations christmas classics and
children s songs novelty and comedy
collections from parodists such as weird al
yankovic also align in the cover category as
does the larcenous art of sampling and
technological variations in dance remixes and
mash ups film and television soundtracks and
advertisers increasingly rely on versions of
familiar pop tunes to assist in marketing
their narratives and products the cover
phenomenon in popular culture may be viewed as
a postmodern manifestation in music as artists
revisit reinterpret and re examine a
significant cross section of musical styles
periods genres individual records and other
artists and their catalogues of works the
cover complex with its multiple variations
issues contexts and re contextualizations
comprises an important and rich popular
culture text these re recordings represent
artifacts which embody artistic social
cultural historical commercial biographical
and novel meanings through homage allusion
apprenticeship and parody among other modes
these diverse musical quotations express
preserve and distribute popular culture



popular music and their intersecting
historical narratives play it again represents
the first collection of critical perspectives
on the many facets of cover songs in popular
music
Popular Music in Japan 2020-07-09 a
comprehensive cultural social and historical
overview of post war popular music genres from
rock n roll and psychedelic pop through punk
and heavy metal to rap rave and techno the
author also examines the style based youth
cultures to which such genres have given rise
drawing on key research in sociology media
studies and cultural studies the book
considers the cultural significance of
respective post war popular music genres for
young audiences with references to issues such
as space and place ethnicity gender creativity
education and leisure a key feature of the
book is the departure from conventional anglo
americasn perspectives in addition to british
and us examples the book refers to studies
conducted in germany holland sweden israel
australia new zealand mexico japan russia and
hungary presenting the cultural relationship
between youth culture and popular music as a
truly global phenomenon
Play it Again: Cover Songs in Popular Music
2016-04-22 this volume documents the 19th
edition of the biannual international
association for the study of popular music in



focus of the conference were present and
future developments for example the
diminishing income potential for musicians as
well as the recording industry as a whole
concurrent with the decreasing relevance of
popular music in youth culture this is where
computer games and social media come to the
forefront at the same time the research of
popular music has emancipated itself from its
initial outsider
Cultures of Popular Music 2001 opening up the
dialogue between popular music studies and
aging studies this book offers a major
exploration of age and popular music across
europe using a variety of methods to
illustrate how age within popular music is
contingent and compelling the volume explores
how it provokes curation and devotion across a
variety of sites and artists who record in
several european languages and genres
including waltz music electronica pop folk rap
and the french chanson visiting the many ways
in which age is problematized revered and
performed within europe in relation to popular
music case studies analyze french touring
shows of popular music stars from the 1960s
andré rieu s annual vrijthof concerts in the
netherlands kraftwerk and björk s appearances
at renowned art museums as curated objects
queer approaches to popular music space and
time british folk music inheritances pan



european strategies of stardom and career
longevity and inheritance and post colonial
hauntings of race and identity the book works
with the notion of travelling across borders
genres sexualities and media highlighting the
visibility of the aging body across a variety
of european sites in order to establish
popular music through the lens of age as a
positive methodology with which to approach
popular music cultures and to offer a counter
narrative to age as decline this book will
appeal to scholars of popular music popular
culture media studies cultural studies aging
studies and cultural gerontology
Popular Music Studies Today 2017-03-30 volume
two concentrates exclusively on music activity
in the united states in the nineteenth century
among the topics discussed are how changing
technology affected the printing of music the
development of sheet music publishing the
growth of the american musical theater popular
religious music black music including
spirituals and ragtime music during the civil
war and finally music in the era of monopoly
including such subjects as copyright changing
technology and distribution invention of the
phonograph copyright revision and the
establishment of tin pan alley
Aging and Popular Music in Europe 2019-07-30
the bloomsbury encyclopedia of popular music
volume 1 provides an overview of media



industry and technology and its relationship
to popular music in 500 entries by 130
contributors from around the world the volume
explores the topic in two parts part i social
and cultural dimensions covers the social
phenomena of relevance to the practice of
popular music and part ii the industry covers
all aspects of the popular music industry such
as copyright instrumental manufacture
management and marketing record corporations
studios companies and labels entries include
bibliographies discographies and filmographies
and an extensive index is provided
American Popular Music and Its Business
1988-07-28 the biographical dictionary of
popular music is an incredible and opinionated
collection of celebrated cultural critic dylan
jones s thoughts on more than 350 of the most
important artists around the world alive and
dead big and small at length and in brief this
a to z reference is the true musical heir to
david thomson s seminal the new biographical
dictionary of popular film jones writes
entertainingly about bands that have inspired
bedeviled and fascinated him over the years
Continuum Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the
World, Volume 2 2003-05-08 a unique collection
of new essays which make suggestions for the
new directions for the study of contemporary
popular musics there is comparative analysis
of the relationship between the state and the



popular music industries
The Biographical Dictionary of Popular Music
2012-10-30 winner of the equivalent of the
booker prize for sweden mikael niemi s
narrative of a young lad growing up in an
isolated town in the sweden of the 1960s is a
story of longing
Rock and Popular Music 1993 original essays by
leading scholars in the field of popular music
studies map the competing perspectives on the
key terms of contemporary debates on popular
music and culture each essay describes the
history of continuities and conflicts in a
term s meaning situating the writer s own
position on the term in that history of debate
providing a invaluable overview of the current
state of popular music discourse the
collection will be useful both to those new to
the study of popular music and those already
well versed in popular music and cultural
studies
Popular Music 2004 this is an extraordinary
achievement and it will become an absolutely
vital and trusted resource for everyone
working in the field of popular music studies
even more broadly anyone interested in popular
music or popular music culture more generally
will enjoy and find many uses for the wealth
of information and insight captured in this
volume lawrence grossberg morris davis
professor of communication studies and



cultural studies university of north carolina
at chapel hill the first comprehensive
reference work on popular music of the world
contributors are the world s leading popular
music scholars includes extensive
bibliographies discographies sheet music
listings and filmographies popular music has
been a major force in the world since the
nineteenth century with the advent of
electronic and advanced technology it has
become ubiquitous this is the first volume in
a series of encyclopedic works covering
popular music of the world consisting of some
500 entries by 130 contributors from around
the world entries range between 250 and 5000
words and is arranged in two parts part 1
social and cultural dimensions covering the
social phenomena of relevance to the practice
of popular music part ii the industry covers
all aspects of the popular music industry such
as copyright instrumental manufacture
management and marketing record corporations
studios companies and labels entries include
bibliographies discographies and filmographies
and an extensive index is provided for more
information visit the website at
continuumpopmusic com
Key Terms in Popular Music and Culture
1999-11-22 made in japan serves as a
comprehensive and rigorous introduction to the
history sociology and musicology of



contemporary japanese popular music each essay
written by a leading scholar of japanese music
covers the major figures styles and social
contexts of pop music in japan and provides
adequate context so readers understand why the
figure or genre under discussion is of lasting
significance the book first presents a general
description of the history and background of
popular music followed by essays organized
into thematic sections putting japanese
popular music in perspective rockin japan and
japanese popular music and visual arts
Continuum Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the
World 2003-01-30 business as usual has been
transformed across the music industries in the
post cd age against widespread hype about the
purported decline of the major music labels
this book provides a critique of the ways
these companies have successfully adapted to
digital challenges and what is at stake for
music makers and for culture today recording
artists are positioned as artist brands and
popular music as a product to be licensed by
consumer and media brands leslie m meier
examines key consequences of shifting business
models marketing strategies and the new common
sense in the music industries the gatekeeping
and colonization of popular music by brands
popular music as promotion is important
reading for students and scholars of media and
communication studies cultural studies and



sociology and will appeal to anyone interested
in new intersections of popular music digital
media and promotional culture
Made in Japan 2014-07-17 traditionally ideas
about twentieth century modernism whether
focused on literature music or the visual arts
have made a distinction between high art and
the popular arts of best selling fiction jazz
and other forms of popular music and
commercial art of one form or another in
modernism and popular music ronald schleifer
instead shows how the music of george and ira
gershwin cole porter thomas fats waller and
billie holiday can be considered as artistic
expressions equal to those of the traditional
high art practices in music and literature
combining detailed attention to the language
and aesthetics of popular music with an
examination of its early twentieth century
performance and dissemination through the new
technologies of the radio and phonograph
schleifer explores the popularity of popular
music in order to reconsider received and
seeming self evident truths about the
differences between high art and popular art
and indeed about twentieth century modernism
altogether
Popular Music as Promotion 2017-05-23 from the
shanghai youth palace where a rouged male
orchestra plays tangos and take me back to
west virginia to the front porch of an



appalachian banjo picker s cabin beats of the
heart takes us on a fourteen stop tour of the
places where today s most popular music is
created samba reggae salsa tex mex ballads
african drums japanese synthesizations the
sounds are as varied as the cultures they
reflect in the profiles and interviews that
make up the book s text jeremy marre and
hannah charlton show us how these traditional
forms of expression have responded to the
needs of a transformed society how music has
become a vehicle for protest politics history
commerce dance storytelling and sheer joyful
celebration all at the same time beats of the
heart is a colorful globe trotting and
remarkably perspective one of a kind book back
cover
Modernism and Popular Music 2011-05-26 popular
music in the post digital age explores the
relationship between macro environmental
factors such as politics economics culture and
technology captured by terms such as post
digital and post internet it also discusses
the creation monetisation and consumption of
music and what changes in the music industry
can tell us about wider shifts in economy and
culture this collection of 13 case studies
covers issues such as curation algorithms
blockchain careers of mainstream and
independent musicians festivals and clubs to
inform greater understanding and better



navigation of the popular music landscape
within a global context
Beats of the Heart 1985 bringing together
exciting new interdisciplinary work from
emerging and established scholars in the uk
and beyond litpop addresses the question how
has writing past and present been influenced
by popular music and vice versa contributions
explore how various forms of writing have had
a crucial role to play in making popular music
what it is and how popular music informs
literary writing in diverse ways the
collection features musicologists literary
critics experts in cultural studies and
creative writers
Library of Congress Subject Headings 2007 new
york times best seller the pulitzer prize
winning journalist and editor of the new
yorker gathers his writing on some of the
essential musicians of our time intimate
portraits of leonard cohen buddy guy mavis
staples paul mccartney bruce springsteen patti
smith and more the greatest popular songs
whether it s aretha franklin singing respect
or bob dylan performing blind willie mctell
have a way of embedding themselves in our
memories you remember a time and a place and a
feeling when you hear that song again in
holding the note david remnick writes about
the lives and work of some of the greatest
musicians songwriters and performers of the



past fifty years he portrays a series of
musical lives and their unique encounters with
the passing of that essential element of music
time from cohen s performing debut when his
stage fright was so debilitating he couldn t
get through suzanne to franklin s iconic mink
drop at the kennedy center holding the note
delivers a view of some of the greatest
creative minds of our time written with a
lifetime s passionate attachment to music that
has shaped us all
Popular Music in the Post-Digital Age
2018-12-13 the routledge companion to popular
music analysis expanding approaches widens the
scope of analytical approaches for popular
music by incorporating methods developed for
analyzing contemporary art music this study
endeavors to create a new analytical paradigm
for examining popular music from the
perspective of developments in contemporary
art music expanded approaches for popular
music analysis is broadly defined as as
exploring the pitch class structures form
timbre rhythm or aesthetics of various forms
of popular music in a conceptual space not
limited to the domain of common practice
tonality but broadened to include any
applicable compositional analytical or
theoretical concept that illuminates the music
the essays in this collection investigate a
variety of analytical theoretical historical



and aesthetic commonalities popular music
shares with 20th and 21st century art music
from rock and pop to hip hop and rap dance and
electronica from the 1930s to present day this
companion explores these connections in five
parts establishing and expanding analytical
frameworks technology and timbre rhythm pitch
and harmony form and structure critical
frameworks analytical formal structural and
political with contributions by established
scholars and promising emerging scholars in
music theory and historical musicology from
north america europe and australia the
routledge companion to popular music analysis
expanding approaches offers nuanced and
detailed perspectives that address the
relationships between concert and popular
music
Litpop: Writing and Popular Music 2014-12-28
from the silent era to the present day popular
music has been a key component of the film
experience yet there has been little serious
writing on film soundtracks that feature
popular music soundtrack available fills this
gap as its contributors provide detailed
analyses of individual films as well as
historical overviews of genres styles of music
and approaches to film scoring with a cross
cultural emphasis the contributors focus on
movies that use popular songs from a variety
of genres including country bubble gum pop



disco classical jazz swing french cabaret and
showtunes the films discussed range from
silents to musicals from dramatic and avant
garde films to documentaries in india france
england australia and the united states the
essays examine both nondiegetic music in film
the score playing outside the story space
unheard by the characters but no less a part
of the scene from the perspective of the
audience and diegetic music music incorporated
into the shared reality of the story and the
audience they include analyses of music
written and performed for films as well as the
now common practice of scoring a film with pre
existing songs by exploring in detail how
musical patterns and structures relate to
filmic patterns of narration character editing
framing and mise en scene this volume
demonstrates that pop music is a crucial
element in the film experience it also
analyzes the life of the soundtrack apart from
the film tracing how popular music circulates
and acquires new meanings when it becomes an
official soundtrack contributors rick altman
priscilla barlow barbara ching kelley conway
corey creekmur krin gabbard jonathan gill
andrew killick arthur knight adam knee jill
leeper neepa majumdar allison mccracken murray
pomerance paul ramaeker jeff smith pamela
robertson wojcik nabeel zuberi
Holding the Note 2023-05-23 a fascinating



interdisciplinary collection of essays on
intertextual relationships in popular music
The Routledge Companion to Popular Music
Analysis 2018-09-28
Soundtrack Available 2001-12-03
The Pop Palimpsest 2018-01-29
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